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THE JUNIOR HIGH'CLASSROOM ORGANZZATION STUDY:
1

Summary qf rraiping procedures'and Methodolcgy

4

Abstrpct

The Junior High Clasfroom Organizati.on Study as paxt of a.col-

labprative effort-between The ghiyersity of Texas Research-and Develop-
.

ment Center for Teacher Eddcation, the Austin Independent 4chool DisErict

.

(AISD), and the National Institute of EdIcation. Tbis,study was designed

to answer, questions about effective instructLod. in junior high school
,

English ane.mathematics classes-by fAusing on Classroom organization and
,

'40
management, particularly those steps. that areWimportant at the beginning

"
, . I% v

1
.

.
.

of the school year. Muth qf the methodplorrand instrumentation forthis- ,

,

,

study came from,a study done in third-grade classs in low SEP schools

done 1977-78 (Evertson, An5lerson Emmer, & 'Clements', Note, 1). During

the school 'year 1978-79, data were collected to address these questions,
41.

and analyses of the data ate'in progress. This report presents an-Over- .

view of the history of the study end briefly destribes .the data colter

tion activities. More complete information on ,the study can be found in

Evertson, Emmer, and Clements (Note .2). :
, .

I Backgropn ,

.,

k. . 1,
.

. . ,

Much work done at the R&D Center over.the Fast few.years by,the
,

.

Correlates of-Effective Teaching Brogram (COET) has focused on classroom

processes whioh- related to achievement in the basic skill amps in

elementarY an8 junior high schools, This interest'and general'research

cf.

/

background led COET staff and personnel at the AIR Offices of Devel(i)oc,

IN ,

r

r----,,
.

.-1

mental.Programs and Research and Evaluation to jcii tl.tackle school
IP t'

-,

r
. c \.,_\. . 'p 7 . 1
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problems oi low SES achieVement. Initial planninveffo Ls produced's

series of research reviews dn effective teaching ih lo SES

.

ment a.ry 4

schoolt. '(Other Center programs were alao involved in othr?r oamponents.).
1

The xiviews included research done in Austin s:hools-by the Center, as
",

well as work blo r6searchers-in other parts Of the countr)!: They c overed
-PO.

the opics of in-service, clsssrobmistructure, teaching metthods, teacher-

_-, student interaction, and the use of instruct,:tonal ttme. Each was pro-

'.

,duced in tw8,forms:. a 15-20,page
.

pager, and a 5-6 page i4ion that-.

summarized,the highlightS,of the. research. These reviews were

disseminated in,the AISD by the.Center Arby the A1SD.Office of J'efaearch
t. ., ( .

i
4 .

-..

and EVaKation (ORE) with.whom the,Center had worked:closely- in gregarin'g
I

rqviews. )he pcapers wew part of one of ORE's priority efforts that

. 1

,yeari::which was the gathering of information Zer district personnel about

,

tresearch findings on instiuction of.low $ES...,stUdentt.,..,OVE ,prepared

40

summaries.for ofher tAics, and the R&D Zenter prepared th 9iews of

research on classroom"protesses,

41ille result of th'est summaries was that R&D Otnter staff met.with

. ,

s.

r

AISD administ1fntorffi in the-Division uf InstruCtion ancrbegan to discuss 4

how the CentJ.r researchers might be of further use to pkaetitioners in

the District. , hese contacts resulted in a list of research questions

-

L

about.effective .teachi,,ng in eltmentary Schools, especially low SES

schools, whith were of high concern to the staff of the Division of

rnstruction.

One set of questions on this list was about classroam organization

alid management. SinceAnuch past R&D research had yielded cenclusions

that these were extremely important facet& of teaching, especially in low

SES srhools, it wit] decided that this topic could he most 'effectiVely

2 6,
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researched by pet-sons at the Center, andeed, all 'Of the rlseaYlch

. summaries prepared by the Center,...and much original work done here. had

. 0

eltiiressed the ismortance df effective organization add manigemewl_

1.t.F.12.91.921.!_..f.Iti41.r-tk2ited in
r student time in academic teaks and

.4- 0

sydater involvaItataishandeipuriure to'academic-content.,

. .

However, very.little was known abok..what specific. teaCher behaviors

reault in "better" organization. In particular,. little information was.

aVailable about what factors are most important in establishing a smooth-.

w . . .

i-unning classrooT,at the b&ginning of theeear. . There is,a wealth of

general advice that ranges fr'om "ID n t smile until ghristmas".or "Have.

e
.

-,

your room organized and ready on the first day of school.' However, it

,

was felt.that such general staeements were not sufficient.to help a

teacher learn effective organization, especially when s/he has never

4

taught before, ,General principles of instruction are.usefuiebut they

muat be,illustrgtfed and supported by concrete examples if they are te('be

internalized br new and inexperienced ,teachers.

Therefore, the Elementary Sokool Classroom Organization Study was;

designed to,anawer some very specific questio-hirabout establist4ing and

maintaining classroom organization that results in "Latter student time ,

on task, exposure to content, and achievement. The ultimate'purpose of

the study was to'produce knowledge that..could be expressed in terms of,

1 .

specific teacher behaviors that produce effect;,,,! management of time,

ins,tructional materials, contacts between the teacher and stuck-its, and

the external constraints imposed on teachers.. These topics reflected

.specific district concerns. The study also yielded new ways of
4

conceptualizing, classroom organization.

3
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' After several informal discussiona with AISD staff, a proposal was

sent to the Director of Elementifty,Edocation which presented sone objec-.
/

tives Which would be addreSsed'by the study. The re&ponse to this
,

posal wes very positive, ,and it was 4greed to conduct a study during/he

schOol year 1977-78, to focus on orgenization and management in third-

Riede classes in schoolsvith large propctions of students from low SES

backgrounds.

Principals in 10 Title I and near,Title I school1 were contacted and

the proliosed study was discussed.with them. Generally, the xeaction of

the principals was quite favorable, and they arranged ,for a meeting with

their third-grade teachers during the week before school.- After meeting'

with faculties, 29 teachers in eight schools agreed to participate in the
4

study. Twenty'seven teachers continued.in the study until ihef.end of the

Analyses done on the third-grade data showed thatimanage,ment capa-

bility during the first three weeks of school was a good predic6or of
,

management capability during the rest of /he year. It was found lhat

effe'cti4e managers differed significantly from less.effective msnagtr; in

many heginning-,and.end-of-year management netivities and behaviors.

Data used 413 reach these decisions were student on-task behaviors, reader.
f

rat1rgs !lased on careful analysis of,narrative 'data, obpervers'. end-of- '

year ratings, and class 'Teen residual gain on the California Achievement

Bast. nn the positive indings from /he Elementary School Classroom

, .Orgsnization Study, the deci,sion was made to study unior high school

lusse to see if'similar resultscould be fpund: With t:he school

district's coopers%ion, a similar study was set up to observe junior high
a

4
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school English and mathematics teachers in all 11 of the,Austin Iunior

high schuolirreXtensively in the first three. weeks (including the first

\v,

day o£ school) and'approximately.once every three weeks thereafter. (A

time line of'the study is included in APpendix A.) The goal, again, was

to4answer questions about theestablishment'and maintenance of effective

classroom management.

Initial Contact* w.ith District Administrators and Teachers

After receiving the approval and support of the Austin Independent

School District's Director of Secondary Education and of the Office of

Research and Evaluation, initial contacts with nine o£ the 11 junior high

arhool building principals were made in the spring of 1978. The other

two plincipals and schools were Tontacted during late summer. During

meetings with the building principals, the purpose and nature of the ,

;Junior High Classroom Organization Study was explained and the approval

of each building principal was received. The representative from the

rgsearch proieet then,requested that the principal call a meeting of all

.

'English and math Atics teachers so that the project xould be explained

to them and so that their participation could be soug6. SUbsequently,

during May of 1978, a representative from the project met with each group '

of faculty in .their building to diacuss the project and tg answer ques-

tions regarding it. .In each case, the teacher's participation was

requested, and teachers were allowed to sign up for the study, Which was ,

to he Tynducted commencing the following fall. ApproximAtely three-

'fourths of'the teachers indicated a willingness to participate, and a

number of those who did not volunteeo indicated that it was because they

were not plahning to teach in that building the ;following year. Thua,

the available sample for selection of teachers was reasonably represen-

5
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tative of-the total population.4 Obviously, of coursA, there are some

volunteer effects, although they should not be too great, considering the

high acceptance rate.

In order to include new teachers into the study, a representative

;

from the project arranged to\!peak to new 'teachers during the in-service

p
I

"V
days in the week prior to the beginning of the year. Most of these

teachers yere present at the meetings, a i approximately one-half indi-

catdd.(4iilingness-to participate, even' thOugh it was ther entree into

teaching.
f

Final selection of the teachers from the Available pool allowed for

representation frol,each of the 11 ichools in the district and roughly, .

proportional representation on,the basis of years of teaphing experience.

In addition, 17 of the teachees who had volunteered had also particiPated,

in a larp-scalewrocess-product research study three years prior to this

study. All of theee teachers were included in the final sample in order

to test hypotheses regarding stability of teaching behaviors and effects
, .

over time, as.well as to study changes in various aspects of these

tdachers' instructional characteristics. Within the constraints imPosed

4
by the preceding factors, random Keleetiot was u3e4 to obtain the ,final

sampl.e. 4

Class and time schedules were obtained from the schools for use 'in

observer scheduling. After the selection of teachers, was made, a letter

was sent to the'53 chosen teachers informing them of the two periods

selected to be observed, the names of the observers, ,and the schedule of

observers during the first week of school. Principals of the 11 schools

.re sent a Vetter informing them of the teachers and class periods that

Would be participating in the study. Letters were also 'sent to teachers

.1*

N.
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not chosen rra be participantN thanking ehem for their willingness and

Oterest. The tchers and princirls in the study received' the schedule

for the-7second and third weekp during the latter pan t. of the first week

of school.

Observer Selectith and TraininE.

Nineteen observers pairticipated'in'the original"phase of data col-

,

lection. Most of the observers wee selected from a list ofxgraduate

student:s in the Educational Psychology and Curriculum and Instruction

depastments at The University of Texas at Austin. One of the require-

ments for selection was that they have classroom teaching experience.

Some of the observers were forMel\teachers recruited into the p oject,.
.4 .

some were observers in the (hird-grade classroom'cirganization udy, and

others were nip Center staff members. All observers.underwent a week'

training which emphasized the nature of junior high Clas%rooms an4 the

types of teacher and seudent behaviors which were important to noted..

Training began a week before the beginning off.school. Observers.met

.with R&D staff members for approximately 25 hours of training. Dtiring

the training sessious the following topics were Aiscussed: Orelimina6,

results Irom the Elcmentary School Classroom Organization Study, concepts

And terms used:Jin the study, techniques for writing narratives, noting

time intervals, use of the forms (Student Engagement Rating, Time Log,

and Component Rating), procedures for handing in materials, and how to be

.an unobtrusive observer. Each of the forms Was explained in detail and

then practiced, using videoteped observations of junior high or upper-

jevel elementary classrooms: These videotapes also were used for prac-

kice -.n writing narratives': The practice,forms:were handed in and

checkvd by staff members, usually overnizhty and feedback was given to

7
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observers during the next session. Copies.of desirable forms were
,

provided ao that the Observers could compare their oyn forms with what

wastexpected of them. Observer practice forms Were used to check reli-

abiliity also. Ample opportunity was given- for answering queations and

open-ended discussions to be sure that observers felt comfortable with
4.

the forms and understood the,rationale for using them.
. . .

AMong the,materials provided the observers was a notebook foruse

Auring the obaervations (Evertson, Emmer, & Clemente, Note.3). It

cont.ained all the mrerials observers would need for conducting and

completing their'observations. The notebook was divided into five parts:

narratives, time logs, student engagement ratings, component ratings, and

miscel4ageous. Each of the,first fout sections included a set of
,

guideline's, a sample filled-in form And blank copies of the fofms.

Observers were instructed that additional copies of each form could be

obtained as tieded. \/aAi form had a a;ar\dardized ID field.
: A

The miscellaneous settion included a map of the city with the loca-.

tions of the junior, fiigh schools .marked and instructions on houvto get to

each one; general guidelines for the observeri; a'list of Standard terms ;

used in the study; a list of teachers, observereand Tode numbers.; and

other bookkeeping itema'such as mileage forms. Observers were also pro-.

(ided a tape_.recorder and blank tapes for recording Che narratives.. At

the end of the training sessions, obsetvers were given their schedules

for the following weeks.

Classhom Observations in' the First Three Weeks

.Each .44 the oriiginal 52 participating teachers was seen about 10 or

.il times (Wring the first three weeks.of school yielding,over 575 obser-
\.r..

var.ion hours, lne class of each teacher wis seen on the first, second,



and fourth daya.'Of the first week of school. ,Another class Was observed

lon the third and fifthdays of that week. Thereafter, each of the two

:classes was seen about equally.. Each teacher w:!s seen by two different

4

, observers.

The observation sesf4ons iu the first three weeks resulted in four
,

types of information. ,Samples of'the formsare included in Appendix B of

thiS repqt,,,

) I. THE NARRATIVE REC0111)

.While in the classroom, the observers.maintained a written record of

classroom events, with a particular focus on organization and management.

'The tr,,;...4rtg manual, including,guideline questivons, was used for

refe;eacelmnrpo-eg while the observer was recording his/her Amments in

greater 'detail followiog the observation. The narrative technique, used

in the Third4 e,ttlassroom Organization Stu allows information to be

gathered4hout a wiA array of classroom events: .The math areas covered

id. 'the narratives dr in comments following the narratives were: leader-

Ship in controllitittclassroombehavior, instructional leadership,
-

instructional systems in operation, student Concerns, physical arrange-

ment of Ilte room,::.constraints on the teacher, personal characteristics o

the teacher, visible students, and peer interactions.

Following the observation,. each Observer recorded the narrative on

tape and made comments at the-end, if necessary. It was found that by

doing this, far more detail could be recalled,than could be written

leduringthe' servation thus providing more detailed information. Narra-

.", ,
tivac.:44.-elich observer were read during data collection by R&D Center

staff members in order to maintain a high level of quality in the

descriptions. ObseiVers were'qh4',,given feedback on areas whichinee'ded



more atreat ion. Aitypical specimen,record length yd eight to ton type--.

written pages for a 1-hour obseTation.

II. STUDENT ENGAGEMENT RATINGS

Since short-term_putcomes of dtudent time-on-task were important to

vt-

this study, the obseryers filled out a set of ratings Which classified

1
students in each of eight categories of engagement. The first count was

taken at a randomly selected time within the first vik minuted of the
*

. class period and each 15 minuted. thereafter, 'Students were classified as .
I

followi:
4

ea. Dalk_Alitelorri-tasl_cLAcilesLc. The student Eis working on an
4 I

academ.c, assignment or receiving an academic presentation
\
and very

Illk

cloar,ly paying attention,
tor .

b. probably on-task academic. The dtudent was supposed to be work-
.

ing on an academic assignment oi'.-attending to an academic presentation

but.ceuld not c'onfi44ntly be said to be:fttending; however, he was ribt

definitely off-task either (e.g., staring into space ds if thOking a1uj

the task).

c. Definitely on-task procedUral. The student was 'performing a

procedure or routine which to beginning an academic

activity, ot was necessary for finishing it (e.g., passing in papel;s ftor

a tranqition).

d. Piobablz_zr_qm.L.E.(r.s2cec_11._iral. The student was probably engaged
1Fral

in some procedural activity, but was not:clearly doing-so; however, was

npt Aefinitely off-taskt,either (e.g., moving across the room, probably to

pick up matwria1s).

10



e. Off=task sanctioned, Tht student was not'perfolming an aoademic

but was not misbehaving,(e.g.,4going to the wastre7or proCedural tas

basket).

.. 4.,

f: Off-task unfanctionea. The student was involved in an unde-

sisable activity or of involved in a desirable activity (e.g.,.^tal1ini4",

when this was not allowed r olearly nck doing-an assignment).

g. Dead time., The student did not have anything speci0.c Ile was
.

supposed to be'doing (e.g., waiting for.the rest of the students to

finish taking a'test).

klf

. ,

h. Can't tell When the observer could not confidently classify a

a ,student alqngi1ng to one of the above categories or when the student

could ot be seen, he or she was counted here.

.These ;forms were a186 coded to .reflect the.forlpt oG che activity.
,.

l'
t

in the, classroom (e.g.-, teacher. presentftion to class, academic,. or
J

1 1

r

indiyidual activities), wt;c) was in charge (e.g., teacher in charge, ether
0

adult present, or student teacher in charge, teacher present), and what

.the topic was./ 0 (

-
r

*

. ,III. ODIMPONENT RATINGS t

- /Although the nariaqve recordewerCbthe richest sourt'e of data
.,

regarding 'the teachers' organizational and management behaviors, a sys-
.,

tematic set of counts and ratings of specific characteristics was com-

15%

phteeefter each observation in order to prpvide a commolg set of mea-

sures for each,teacher. :Therefore, after each observation, a set of 44

ratings was completed. -(During the first and second week of school, only
7

5.

,

36 variables were rated. rt. was felt that additional information was

nepd regarding the teacher/',9 management of student behavior, thus an i

addi ional eight ratings were added after the se.:c1-..' week.)
...

11 p.
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Th;s assessment system had been used in the Elementary School Class-
a - A

-toom Organization Study as a melts of identifying global areas that d4f-

ferentiate various levels of capability iti,organizing and structuring

't.

.,x

classroom aCtivities. Also, the use oe.ti 1 assessment system provided a

Way to relate this research study to preserVice teacher education, since

an earlier version of the assessment system had been developed,by a

committee of [acuity from The University of Texas at Austin, including

one member of,the.AISD Pr6ject staff. The system was used on a pilot

basis in the elementary teacher education program at The University of

1

Texas; research on this 'system-will: allow- ehese preaervice.ctitevia to be

validated against teachers In the fiield. Seyeal'alterato,na and addl.--

tiuns werelmade to the original Torm to reflect the different age levels,

being observed and the ditferent types of information desired. The areas

focused on were: lesson designI. ldcfting, constructing, using materials;

presenting information; deVeloping attitudes; managing pupil behavior;'

.fiethods of handling, disrupftve behavior;j.nteracting effectiVeln claSs-k

room climate; amOunt of inappr4piate behavior; and teacper'.3 reaction to

inappropriate behavior.

0 I . IV. TIME LOGS

i

Time-use was another important aspect of this study. It was felt :3 --),

tt, I

that an organized teacher would have maximum time'on academic instruction

and very little ti spent in transitions between activities-and

different ubject mattç, and little or no dead time, that is, timein

which student's had no assi d activity. On the narrative fo'im,,there

was space to the left of the numbered lines to be used to nyte times such

as the beginning and end of transitions, dead time, andjnterruptions.

, 12



Teacher # XX \School # XX

Dale 8/30/79

StIirt 8 00

Narrative

Subject # XX Period XX Obsefver # XX

# of Students Present 19 Page 1 of 8

BEG
'1'

8:05

END ST. ENG
.,

,

9
...

1. The students have come in, early alvd are

I 12. aitting ih their'seats talking quietly.

31 (Bell at 8:05) Some students talk to

4 .

. teacher; th..ee others start working and:
8:06

5: readingiwiel aide. Students know What to

16. 8o- already and get btisy working at their .

1

. seatIs on reading aCtivities.

P
A

These timeswere inserted into th taped narrative to proVide a feel
_

,

..
4

for the flow of events in fhe classroom when the narratiVes are rehd. In
4 f

. 1
.

..
''

.-N !'''
addition, h time log for eacht obserifition was completed by".the ohservir

,.
c.

On this form the observer noted the start time, stop time, number of stu- 1
. .

4

dents involved, and a brief description of each activity in the classroom
,

(inducting transitions and dead time). The beginning time-ion the time

log was the bell beginning c lass end the end time was the bell ending the
, .

class, or n.with- occasisally some otes concerKing how time was spent before

and after clasil if it was relevant. This tiMe'log enables the readep:o

follew the schedule throuighout the class period for all of the students

in-the class. From,this time log, ,one can see how much time.masapent on

academic instruction versus-time in transitions or other non-academic...

'ettivities.

Summary

To summarize, by the pnd of the first three weeks, each teacher had

been ohse,r1.07t1 at least nine kimes in. two of hishler 50 to 60minute

,

13



classes, and each observation resulted ih a detailed narrative, student

engagement rtjnga, component ratings, and a time log. These data repre-

sent An inte ive iexamion. of.the beginnin.g of school in English and
9.

math ctasses in Junior High hool.

,

241r Dats!,21.11I.essed_fyla_pbservers After the First Three Weeks

As a result of the observation'schedule, each observer saw six

teachers about five:times each, and each teacher Was seen by at least two

obtervers. In-order to get additional impressions and information, each

observer provided,several summary ,ratings and descriptions of each

teacher s/he observed. The observers completed a Summary Component

Rating form (using essentially the aame form used for each observation)

ip which -they assessed the teachers/classrooms according to their overall

imprvsion. The rating was 'based on a scale of 1 to 5 (1 not at all

characteristic of the teacher, 3 =. moderately characteristic of the

teacher, and 5 si highly characteristic of the teacher). In addition,

-observers answered six qUestions dealing witirgêneral impressions about ,.

the organization of the classroom on each of his/her teachers arid, two

general questiona regarding advice to new teachers. FinalAy observers

provided a copy of each teacher's rules, a drawing of the room arrange-
.

ment and a copy of the two observed classes' seAing charts. These items

served as an aid to the observers who saw the teach4s-froM Week 5

through the end of the school year.

Classroom Observations A ter the First Three Weeks

After the first three weeks of school, observations stopped for one

1\

week. During this me,N1Ins were made for the scheduling of.observa-

tions for the rest Of,thie school year. Fiv observers 4om the original

\
;1,group of 19, in,.7luding the gaff member n charge of traini

a
ftg, nd manag7

f

0
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ing the';tudy, were chosen to cOntinue observing for the ret of the

year. Observers.werechoaenywho possessed good narrative-writing.skills

r

and good teacher rapport., 6f the original 53 telacher))..in the study, 51
,

cont*inued to participate during the rest of the year. The other two

teachers transferred otit of theldistrict. ) A new system of scheduling was

developed as well as a system for contActing teachers about the schedul-
,

ing. Using the :.choql.district calendar, the remainder of the school

year was divided into , eight>07tree-weekcycles. Short school weeks, due
_

to holidays or teactler cvrilcu1um
:1

days, were used for make-up observa-
,,

y IN. 1

. 1_.

tionl. Each of the4,five observers was assigaed eight to 11 teachers,to
. .

,.% ..

,

obterve, and both clip1 s periods of each'teacher were sCheduled.to be seen
,

. ,...,
.. -1.,

once eVery cycle, or approximately once every three weeks. Teachers were

sent a list of scheduled'obser'vations tor their school during the last

week Of the prev.ious cycle.. Basically, the ioickier vas seen dulling the

same week of each cycle (i.e., first week or ihe cycle, etc.) although

the day of the week would (..ifferent.t A rotating schedule was.set up

to incorporate obserders' scheduling demands, but an ateempt was made to

see all teachers on a variety of daysof the week. Any clignges in the

sc'ileduling were made through the offi4, ahd teachers were contacted wh:n

.
.

. ..

observers could not make rt to their classes. For the most part, Make-up
.

obeervations were rescheduled as soon as possiblei: Teachers were 1

..

. ..,

requested to inform th'e office of dity changes in ,school schedules so that
. .

observers could be notified ant.Porhedu1ing4,done. After the Christmas I'

.

hyli.dlys the schedule.was changed ..somi-Ohat liue to increased work'time of

one dbserver. The. observations , fr(om the last weea of.Se!,tember to the
4

end of schhol'resulted in an additional 85Ohours of observations, or

approximately 17.6ne-hour observations per teacher.



The observations were resumed after the week-long break. 'The pur-
.

. ,

pose of following each class through the year was to assess continuity or

changes in organkzation, methods of instruction, teacher and pupil behav-
.

ior., and shortifterm outcomes. No major changes were -Made in the forms or

techniques used; therefore, each observation continued to consist of.a

narrative record, a Ifet of student engagement ratings, a set of component 0.

ratings, and a time log. In addition, a system for checking observer

reliability was established.

Reliability

During the three 3-week cycles 'prior to Christmas, eacfl observer saw

two teachers normally seen by another observer. A regular obse?vation

was done and all.forms filled out. The component ratings and atudent

eng*ement ratings were then checked against the summary component rat-
; .01

ings and a sampling of student engagement ratings from the first three

weeks. It was expected that student engagement ratings would not sig-

nificantly vary fromhhe first three Weeks. Allowances were made for

d.ifferences in activities in checking these ratings. On the component

ratings, a check.was made to see Which dimensions had a variation of more

than one point (on the scale of 1 to, 5) from tile summary ratings from the,

first Lhree weeks, if the two previous obserVerg agreed. These dimen-

sions were qien checked'against the written observatjon to see if they
, ,

were consistent wich what was written. These, dimensions were also dis-

cussed with the-observer and attempts made to be sure that all observers

understood.the ratings and were rkting th6m Jonsistently. .Reliability

and scheduling were discussed with observers at regular meetings, held

once every three weeks and called mo e often if needed.



After Christmas a new system was instituted. During each cycle,

each observer saw a teachh,_ with the regularly'scheduled observer.

Arrangements were tbade'with,the teachers advance solthat the observers

could sit beside each other and have the same vantage point for taking .

#

student engagement ratings. The observbrs ld agree at what time to clo

the ratings but they would not consult wih ea other While doing them.

In addition to the narrative and student engagement ratings, observers

also did the component ratings and time logs. The student engagements'

ratingsthen compared to see if there was observer agreement.

component ratings were checked against eadh other and differences of more

than one numberte discusse4 with the obServera and checked against the

narratives. Changes.w re.noe' made on /my of these forms. 'Discussions

1 .

were held in the regularly.scheduledvobserver meetinga to iaintain

_reliability. Twentr-thrèei checkswere conducted.

Spot'checks were also done on the narratives to be sure that'

observers were providing the desired detail and'cierage'of all major

points.

Contacts with Teachee.
,

..

Additional contacts were made with the teachers during the xemainder
e

bilit
.

of the school'year. Teachers were informed of the reasons.for and e

e f

scheduling of reliability obseriat'ions and other bits of information vla

nGtes attached to observation saLedules. In addition, a letter regard-

ing achievement testing to be done.and other end-of-school data colled7

tion activities was mailed to the teachers in February. Observers

directly,contacted teachers to set up 'Convenient times for the achiove-

ment testing and interviews.

1

so
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Othdr Data Collected

Student R 1111115...2L.In.1.212.EL

During tte last regularly scheduled observation of eaCh class,

observers administered.a student rating farm. The form was adapted from'.

the Student Rating Scale of Instructors developed in 1973 by the Sequoia,
a

Cali6rni&High School District (Stallings, Needels, & StAyrook, Note.4).

The procedure took approximately 10 minutes of class :time at% the teacher

was.not present while the rating was given. StAents were told that

.

their answers would be kept confidential, that their teachers would

receive only cle6s percentages fbr each question after, the end of the

school,yeir. The observer read aloud the 17 questions.on the form and

all of the five alternative anwers. Students wer4 instructed to choose

the answer Which best described how Oity felt about that class and.that
- .

.t

tta\er: Questions on the form dealt with instructional' and behavioral

organization, as well as teacher style. Students, in general, were very

.16

cooperative.and.seriàus while doing this.

Achievement Tests

Achievement.teats Were developed to measure 4tudent learning and in

a manner to assure both content. validity and adequate reliability. ,The

construction 41 Ihe mathematics achievement test-was based upon curricu-

lum materiaIr used in seventh-and-eighth grade math classrooms in the

school district.. The district-wide adopted textboak series for junior,.

high math waa-.6camined and muttiple-choice'items were developed to

reflect the areas of emphasis in these texts. btems on the preliminary

4

test form were submitted to the Coordinator of Mathematics Instruction

for the schtiol districtand fedback regarding the appropriateness of

these items was incorporated into the test de707)Pment activity. The

6);
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mathematics achievement test was divided into two suhtests each of 20

minutes duration. The first covered mathematics compqxatiOn including

whole numbers, fractidns, decimals, and percents. The second subtest

covered mathematics concepts, applications and reasoning with items drawn

from the areas of geometry, number theory, probability and statistics,

verbal problems, integera, and other areas'tovered in the cufriculum.

Thq_ final test contained 80 items, with a number of both easy and diffi-

cult items in order tp avoid ceiling and basement effects.

The English ichieVement test waa constructed in a similir fashion.

A preliminary form of the test was Submitted to the District Coordinator

for Larguage Arts Instruction and commentsjegarding.the adequacy of item

sampling were incorporated' into the final form of the test. District-

wide adopted textbooks for English instruction in seventh and eighth

grades were consulted during the development of test items. An attempt

'was maide to provide adequate representation of all areas of junior high

English curriculum with the exception of that portion of the curriculum

dealing with the interpretation of poetry'and other forms of literature.

The English test assessed other areas of primary emphasis in the

I.

,Oistrict-wide curriculum. Tnese involved the various areas of grammar,

usage, and mvchanics, including parts of speech, punctuation, capitaliza-

tion, etc. In addition, several,questions related"to library ref,.retwe

use were included, since this is generally covered in the junior higtl

curriculum. Tpe final test consisted of four parts to be administered

during a total testing time of minutes. Items were chosen tovreprek

sent all levels of difficulty. ThuR, for example, the spelling test

included a
t

number of items at the third-grade difficulty level on up

thzmigh hard-to-spell words from the eighth-gride text.

19
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Both the English and the mAthemetics achievement testn were pilot

tested in classrooms which were not paiti,ipating in,the regular observa-

tion study. The pilot testing indicated that the tests had-good internal

consistency reliability, both in'the total score and in the subscale

scores. Some items were modified as a rehult of the pilot teatings and
eor

the mathematics test as shortened,somewhat when it proved to be too.

long. The pilot,test indicated that the.Bnglish achievement test could

'be lengthened somewhat, so about 25% mere.items were added to each

subtest.

The achievement test was'administered during the two weeks following

the last cycle of observations (the first odo weeks .of May). The

observers'gave the test to the'classes they obs,erved. In most cases, the

teacher remained in the classroom during the achievement testing. The

students recorded their answers to.the test. items on a mark-sense scoring

sheet. Students were provided a test booklet, an answer sheet, a Number

2 pencil, and a piece of scratch paper,(mathsonly) dur'ing testing. No

incidents wet:é reported by observer-administrators that suggest.4 that

the conditions during testing would yield invalid information. High

absence r.ates were reported in a few instances, so that follow-6p testing

was necessary. A test administrator visited Aix of the classrooms

ap7oximately one week after the original testing and tested !hose stu-

dents present at that time who had been absent during the first test

I ."

administration.

The athievement test data was used as one of the product criteria,

after adjustment for initial achieveme'nt levels as measured by the CAT

results from .the preceding year.

%."



Other Data Collected from Observers at the 'End of School

During the period from the fifth week of school ta the end of -

school, each teacher was seen approximately 17 times. ll but four

teachers were seen at least once for a reliability observation.

Summari.-k2P41"1.--1,1111.4.
4 .

,

.

.

On thid form the observers made a final asaessment 9! the, teachers/

1

classroom according to their overall impressions just as was,done after ,r

t.

the first three weeks of school. Again, the rating was based on a seale

of 1 to 5 (I me not
at'all'charactdristkc of the teacher and 5 !i

characteristic of the teacher). These ;atings werd coTpared to the

SummaryCompogent Ratings from the first three weeks, as well as 'to the

ratings from throughdut the 4reitr,

Observer Ratingajifiltr
r .

In order to gather furtherinformation.on the teachers not available

3

through.the.Component Ratt 9 ratives, etc:, the Observer Rakings of.

Teacher was created. This was a compilation 'of questiuns,'many' of which

were selected from previous studies conducted by COET. 'the questions

dealt with classroou arrangement and atmosphere., Managtment techniques,,

teacher-student inieractions, instructional
6chniqueiostnd use of tiMe.

i)
These served to give a genbral picture of the teather. Thd form.con

sisted of'303 questions and pach obserVer filled out one on each of the
9

regularly observed teachers. Ari a rough check on observeir aglement, .

, ,

some observers from the first threeweeks comPleited the ORT on teachers

they had seen frequently enough to form a la.' ;11F,.impresaion.
A

alcilEr_q2MEELEELL9225.klist

The Evaluation of Teaching Program (EOY)' waa also nvolved in a

project with the Austin Indepen4nt School District to systeMatically



4

evaluate the new district-'wide evaluation system put into effect this

year. )16i form and a aeries Of behaviorril descriptors
were.developed to

evaluate new teachers and other teachers up for evaluation on a three-
,

year.basis.. As a part of the Collaborative School-Based Project, our

.-'

dbskrvors were asked to fill out a shortened vfraion of this checklist
.

for the purpOse of comparison to certain teachers' ev&luations don y?. by

cheir -.principals.. Observers were to rate their regularly observed

teachers on a scaa of 1,.to 5 in the basi.0 areas of peraonal qualities,

instructional skills,:classroom management skills, expertise in basic

skills and subject area, and interpersonal skills (a total of 52 vari-'

ables). The behaVioral descriptors used by principals to fillpout the

forms we'regalso used 1* the observers to fill opt the ratings.. .Based on

erforman
.

ce infdrmation, observers were to estimate the teacher s effec-
.

I. .tiveness in meettnk each of the cri,teriao The rating scale was designed

As follows: 5 = a superior performance level texpected,to inclUde only.

about 5% of the profesaionals); 3 w the normally expected level pf per-
.

formance (including approximatelx 50-70% of the professionals); and 1

an unsatisfactOry4performancelevel, .one WhiCh must he improved (expectcd
,

.1

,
lo include only about 5% of ,the professionals). In addition observers

.
)

.were to rate on a a.cale of l to 3 as to how confident they felt in ratihg

.
4. .

the teacher on each particular item, based orsu ficient infc?,rmation (3
,..

.

Y

very confident in making the rating; 1 .not,very confident n making the

rating, insufficievt information %(0 be %lire).

Teacher I4terviews and Question4ire

while the observations are a'rich source of infurmati6n, there was

much ilfurmation that could not be obtained through obs6rvapons,

espe..:.ialjy about planning,'deci,sion-MaXing; ind constraintstaffecting th:
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4, A,

teacher.. Therefoye, each teacher coMple(ed 4n extensive questionnaire

-and was interviewed at the end of the school year.;

Interviews. In the middle of October, three math wit three English

teachers, identified As effect,ive managers, were chosen .to be interv:ewed

for the purposa of obtaining information on beginning-of-school planning
J.

and activities. In additiOn, each teacher wasIsked to describe the

students in,140 two classes we were observing and,make predictions for

their academic achievement. It was hoped that behaviorll problems

described by the teachers would show up'ir\ the nartatives, and speci9c

ways of handling these problems would be,observed and documented.

During the last month of the school year,. all §l teachers were

interviewed.to obtain information on planning forN,phe beginning.of

school,-goaln and planning for the rest of.the.year,.relat,ive sucess

rates for the observed classes, contacts with other- school personnel, and

the'ieacher's reflections on the sohool year. In addition, teachers wee

asked to descrihe memorable behirriotal problems and what wa$ done to deal

with them. When a systematic reading of the narratives is done, these

soldents will be picked but (if, indeed,'they do show up) and the

teacher's methods Of dealing with'them will he ilialyzed. In general,

7.9

these interviews provided informttion about the teacher's e. ,ectations

Tor and as'sessment of their' organizational systems, instructional plan-

ning, and specific students, All interviews were done at the teachers'

convenience, usually in their classrooms, either during their off-period

or after school. Observers interviewed the teachers they had regularly

observed. All interviews were tape-recorded and later tanscribed

verbatim. These Intervi'ews will be analyIed and content-coded at a later

tIme.

23



it should be noted that observers were trained for the interviglp in -

a session with COET staff members and with a member of the CBAM Project

staff Whose specialty is conducting interviews. Ideas for putting the

teachers at ease, conducting the interview and giving'some feedback to

the teachers were discussed. It was felt that the observers would be

best able to conduct the interviewa with the teachers as a result of

6

their year-long relationship. (.)bservers also were more familiar with the

functioning of the classrooms and-Were eilesto probe for specific answers

. ith the context of the classroom in mind. Observers were instrucied to

Irk
give feedback only when they were able to make accurate positive state-

meRts ind teachers were told that they would be receiving more informa-

Lion at a later time.

Questionnaire. A four-part questionnaire was given to the teachers-

to be filled'out at the end of the school year. Questions in the first

# , two parts dealt with items such as materials, grading,-*.instructional

' emphases and techniques, Leacher-student reletiopiihps, etc. On most of

these questions i:eachers were asked a they used
(

these materials or

techniques and how frequently.

ir

The third part of the questkonnaire was a Teacher Concerns Checklist

1

developed by the PAW; AM staff at the R&D Center (George, Note 5)1

This checklist provided information about teachers' concerns about kheir

role as a teacher.

Tha fourth part 9f the qutionnaire was an Educational Opinion,

Survey based on 'a questionnaire developed by Wehling and Chatters (1969)

on teacher beliefs ,about the teaching process.

Teachers were also asked to fill out a biographical information
, 3A

sheet and describe the effect. of the observer)on their classe'..
1

,

/
4
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Feedback topTeichers

,

In early August, following the s 5'1oltudy,'the participating teachers

,t
were sent a packet of feedback materidtk, ,The packet consisted,of a

letter thanking the teachers' for participating in the study, the percent-
,

ages of aniwers to th items on the Student.Rating of Teachers done by

their two classes, the achievement scores, for,their two classes and study

means, summary information on the teacher questionnaire, a list of con-
. .

cepts and ttrms uegd in'the study, and priliminary results.from tfte
. N . .. ,

i
u

:Y ,,

study.

1
o

Tata Analyses ---j c,

This section summariz.es data analysis procpaures already completed,
4 ,

in progress, or proposed. Where resultOof data analyses are known, they
. .

.are briefly descvibed and summarized. tfore extensive discussion of the.,

'results, along with approPriate tables, will be available in separate.
/-7

report form in the COET report series.

iihe data gathered in the High Classroom Organization Study

consist of the following:

1. Written narrative records (specimen records) of two classes for,

each of 25 English and 26 mathematics.teachers., Al.l.teachers were
.*

observed1n one class on the first'day of lichool, end on a total of

approximately 10-12 occasionb d6ring the first three weeks. For the

remainder of the year, each teacher was observed vveryikthree to four,

weeks on two Occasions, once-in each class.

2. .clommult_LBItArms. A !iet of 4,, scales was used after each

observation to raL a variety of instrw.:teonal and managerial behaviors.

3. student 1142/1gement Ratingi. Thes assess.time-on-task during

each observation.

25 Il
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4. Timelml. Records of the use of time: in vairous activities and

'groupings.

5. Achievement and ateitude, measures. Specially constrikted

.00

achievement tests were administered in each content area in May. Student

Ratings of theJeacher (SRT) wer.e also administeredjit May in each chass.

Entering acbilovement scores were estimated bylthe California Achievemedt,
N

Teflt (CA), adtaidisteredithe previous spring and made avaijable to the

project by'the school district.

6. Summar ratin s and checilists. At the end of the year-,

observers rated or classified teachers on a variety of variables.

7. Teacher quest lnaire. tach teace r &mpleted an extensive

questionnaire consisting of measures offattikudes, beliefs, conC.rns, a6d

lierceptions.
t-

A

8. Teacher interviews. ,Each teacherrwas interviewedkin May, and a

verbatim transcripeof the"interview was produced. The interview focused

on organization,qvanagement, 4:ilanning, and related

Preliminary Analyses

A series, of analyses wgre conduceed to deLermine the reliability of

many of the observationil measures. In addition, several o the variable

sets were factored in order.5 determine dimensionality and to select:

v;,riables for grouping to fornr scales. These analyses were undertak(0

preparatory to analyses addressing substantive questions, in.order to

aac,ertain the quality of the dita, and to reduce the data sets to

manageable sizes.

,Between-observer.agreement was verified' by comparing Component

Ratings and Student Engagement Ottings of observer pairs during twenty-
. «

three reliability 'checks during the year,. Using the intra-class correc*,

26



lation statistic to eatimate ob!;erver agreement,'moderate to high values

were obtained roe near?), 41.1 scales,(see"Tables 1 and 2). Within-teacher

stability was estimated using measures obtained in differentlperiods for

-the same teacher. Most of the Component Ratings and Student Eng4wme

Rating& txhibited at least moderate'stability (see:Table 3).

The reliability.of the achievement and attitdde measures Was deter-

mined using the coefficient
4

pilot testing and the study data indicated high reliability of these

measures.,

measure of internal consistency. Both the

Residual achievement scores!wete calculated for each class, using

,

the CAT class meah as the covar t r partialing out the entering
N '

achievement :levels, the residual achievement gain showed significant
- %

stability within teachers,(between periods), Andicating consistpncy in

%

teacher.effects from class to class. StUdent attitudes also exhibited

' consistency from class _to class, within' teacqers,:ipdicating that the

studrt ratings of a given teacher were stableqrom one period to

anothei. The results were similar in math and English classes and are

retted in Table 4. Correlations between the SRT and achie'mment

scores, and between SRT and resi,dual achievement were negligible. Th4

intercorrelation among the achievement test, the SRT, CAT, and residual

achievement, measures of on-task behavior and inappropriate and disrup-

.

tive student behavior are listed in.Tab e 5.° These intercorrelations'

uiere computed for both math and English jor the beginning, as well as the

end, of the school vea,r.

'At least two patterns emerged. ,Alt m4nagement variables' were

significantly related to residual achievement in math after the first

three weeks of school. This pattern did not appear in English cLasses,
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although the correjations were in the same .edicted direction. In

*
,

,«English classes,4,1mnagement variables ,were significantliy related to the

..

student attitude measures. These relatio appeared for the first

three weeks oC school, as well as the rest of the year,i'ci English

clalies,

Analysis of Teacher Questi aire .1

The part of the teacher queftionnaire data assessing bel)%4p.fa' and
fs) ... 4 AP

attiftides was factor analyzed And rotATId to fit an a 'priori s uctue.

* 1, '::1 '

1

i

A poor fit kedyso abexploratory factor analysis was perfor ed.
. +

. t
.

.

Ultimatell, four scales were, created to summarize this set of date.

The narrative records were being summarized according to an activity

analysis based upon Doyle'S wor%. In addftion,t.several.narrati4e summary

.4 ratiligs were developed for use by readers to condense information present ,

in sets of narratives.

)

Selectin of a Subset ot Mote and Lese Effecave Managers
4. .

'k
.

Se ection of subsets gf more and less effective.math and English

teacherarwas made using multiple criteria. .The criteria included

adjusted pupil achievement means; SRT,mdans; a manaOment score derived

from an obser r end-of-year assessment; average percet...age of adjusted

pupT achr 'At meens; SRT means; a mattagement score derived from an

obse ei end- -year Issessment; av2rage percentage of unsanctioned, off-

)

task behavi.or; and the percentage of time in Academic tasks during the

Octoberoksay observation period,.

In order to avoid selectiop bias (e.g., confounding itial

ability or achievelleut leveAs with flesignation as a more or less effec-

tive manager) cleasses were grouped"according to entering CAT'means, and

subsamples of more and less effective :onagers were selected within high,

).

't



middle, and likw initial CAT levell In English, seven more effective'.,and

seven less effective managers were identifiedi in mathematics, six moze
,

effectivf.and siriess effeclve managers were identified.'

1211±1An±lyies_Lirected at Etbstantive Questions

1. Relationships_amag the various sets of,variables. A set of

rel)ked questions 41ether-and to what extent the various sets of vari-

shies are related. For example, are the teacher behavior variables, such

.

at the Component.Rating's, correlated with student process or product

ff

variables such as the engagement rates or residual achievement? Data

analfses undertaken to answer these and other related questions used
(.\ 7

Correlation and multiple regression methodology. Other analyses Which

compare different times of,the year, and different sets of variables are

also being undertaken.

2. Identification of beginning-of-year dimensions of effective

classroom management. Several analyses were directed at this/concern.

,The subsamples of more and less effective managers were compared using /

data collected during the firstthree weeks of the year, including

narrative records, component ratings, and student engagement rate9.

Numerical data were analyzed via t-tests and ANOVA, with case Studies

based upon narratives used to illustrate basic principles.

3. Effects of entering student achievement level on teacher

behaviors, activities, and management strategies. It in. well-known that

'4
low-ability classes are perceived as more difficult to teach. Their

lects on the teacher's' chdice ofactivities, organization, and

behavior, and the consequences fur student engagement, classroom

processes, and utudent outcomes are important to identify. Teachers

(seven English and six math) with two contrasting classes, an average-

29'



ability class and a lowability class, were identified 'in the sample.'

Data analyses consisted of statistical CAmparisons of observed beh vior

variabys in the two types of classes, along with analyses of the r

activity struceures, based upon the narrative records from the first
4

'three wee s and the rest of the:year.'

4. Effects of high heterogeneity within classes. Another important

context is the influence of variation in students' entering achievement
IMP

on classroom orgiKization and management. Classes with more diveraity of

student achievement/ability would appear to place 'greater Aemends on the

teacher's planniga, range of activities, monitoring, and individual con

tacts. Data analyses were conducteoleon is subset of 20 EnglisbAprl, 2.7
, :

.

math classes identified as having mean entering CAT in the,33rd 0 66th

1
1AA

percentile,(exclusion of. low ard 4,gh cLasses avoided confOunding enter

*

ing average achievement with h geneityheterogenei.ty). Relationships

between teaeher management behaviors, student behavirim and dii(comes, and
4

A-
. .

the amount of withinclass variation in suoidents' entering achievement,
. .

were examined through correlation and...multiple regression techniques.

The narrative records of extremely heterogeneous classes Which appeared

to be effectively taught,(initerms of achievement gains, stirdent atti-
- 4

tudem,-and classroom maitetgemdhit were analyzed. AnalYses

hfocused on the teaching and monamtwt,*1-Apegici these teachers used to
-.

Y
.

.,cope wi;th a high degree of,variation in e_entering achievement
,..,/

,, a

. .

. .

5. Relationships among tacher'Presage variables and manapment'
0

characteristics. An extensive questionnair as'administered, alessing
..). , . e ' ,

teacher beliefs, concerns, at4 tudes,-,fal xceptions thought to be
Tr

relevant for their management i'tr--=n010,p'rmine Whether these teacher

characteristics were relatea to clasTr

30

4
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3

variables..derived from the questionnaire were correlated wi.th classroom

behavior variables end pupil outcome measures ohtakned from each

teacher's classes. 'In addition, the interviews with the teachers in the

?

subsamOles of more and less effective teachers were Tontent coded, .his

analysis sought to identify differedees in planning activities, percep-

(tions Of management and organization activities and their importan,ce, and

the teacher's decision-making styles.
Oa

a
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Table 1

Betwten-observer Agreement of Component Ratings

for Single Observations

Variable
Number Component Rating Variable

01 -Teacher descriles objectives clearly .54 :

J

02 Teacher considers atten

1

ion spanb 73

03 Teacher prokrides assignmkats for

different students .68

04 Occurrence of verbal class

participation .55

05 Teacher uses a .varly of materials 44

06 Materials are ready and tn sufficient

quantity .35 .

07 Materials effectively support

instruction .46

08 Teacher gives clear directions for'use

of materi.ls .64 .

09 Teacher has distracting mannerisms. .65

10 Teacher maintains eye contact with
1 students .61

11 Tfacher's preseneation of.mmterials
.is clear .41

12 Teacher's presentation is adapted to
different abi:lity levels ..56 )

13 Teacher provided and/or seeks i

rationale and analysis -rq

14 Teacher states desired attitudes .1,0

15 High degree of pupil success .46

16 Cqntent is related to pupil interest

.E

.003

,.001

.001

.003

;
.012

.041

.010

..001

.001

.039

.004

.603

.103.

.009

and background , ,67 .001



f

0.

Table 1-continued .'

Variable-

Number Component Rating VariAle II<

17

18

19

20

21

22

Teacher provides reasonable work

aI

standards, .26 .104

Amount
/

of positive reinforcement .38 .029

Teacher signals appropriate behavior .48 .007:

Teacher reinforces inattentive
behavior .26 . .101

Teacher displays consistency in
dealing wi.thlrbehaviof .39 .024

-

Amount of_disruptiVe behavior , .22 .141

23 Source of disruptive behavior 0

24 , Teacher stops disruptive behavior

quickly 0

'25 Teacher gives, rules'or procedures to

stop disruptiye behavior
.).

6 , .

26 Teacher criticizes ocNiustifies

authority to stoO disruptive
behavior*

.4

27 Tea er'punishei to stop Oisruptivec

b 4avior .

0

0

0

28 Teacher ignores difqyptive behavior 0

29 Teacher has a colfierenee to stop

disruptive behavior 0

9 %

30 Teacher displays listening skills .31

31

32

33

3
fts

4

35

Teafher expresses feelings .30

Teacher is receptive to student input .41

Teacher is o,iented to student needs .23

Teacher nurtures §tudent affe'ctive

skills .56

Class has task-oriented focus .65

5 3 ;,

,

.081

.069

.01%

.129

.002

.001



'Variable
Number

11.11011

s**

Tab le 1tLrued

Component Rating Variable

36 Teacher'encourages group cohesIvenese .74

37 Amount of inappropriate behavior ;71

38 Teacher stops inappropriate behavior
.29 .092

39 Teacher gives rules or ,Jrocedures to

stop,inappropriate 'behavior

40 Ttacher criticizes or justifies

authority to,stop inappropriate

behavior
. .28 .089

4 -

41 TeAcher punishes to stop

inappropr,iate dehavior
.57 .002

42 Teacher ignores inappropriate

behavior
4 .55 .:;11003

43 Teacher has conference to stop .

inappropriate behavior
.29 .0,73

f 44 Teacher signals desistance of

inaoPropriate'behavior .
.05 .408

Note: Data are from observer pairs in 23 observations.. The

intraclass correlation estimates the proportion of individual, observer

variance that is reliable. The unreliability of Variables 22 through 79

appears to be attributable to the low variance of those megsures during

the reliability observations.
,



Taillo 2

Between-observer. Agreement 6f Student Engagement

Rating CategOries for Single Observations N

MIN

Category P <

Definitely on task,academic .71 .001 A

Probably on-task, academic 0

Definitely on task, procedural .67 .001

Probably on ta'sk, procedural' , .65 :001 .

Off task, sanctioned .78 .001

Off task, unsanctioned .001

Dead time 0

On cask, academie. .71 .001

On task, procedural 0 M. .001. .

,

On task, total .78 .001,,

Note: Data are from observer pairs in'n observations. The

intraclass correlation coefficient p, estimates the proportion of

individual observer variance that is reliable. The unreqiability of

peadtim,' appears to hav,! been caused by its very low occurrence during

the reliability observations.

37
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Table 3

/
tetween7priod Siability of CoMponent Ratings

j During the First Three Weeks
,

Variable ,, English Math .

Number 'y_c_rieliorj (50 classes):(52 C asses)

01 Teacher describes objectives,clearly ,60*

02 Teacher.considers attention spans
( -

_
03 Teacher,provides assignments for

differetirl*tudents

, 04 'Occurrence of verbal class

participation

05

06.

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

.14

15

16 Content is relFited to pupil interes

and background

57* 59*

Teacher uses a variety of materials

Materials are ready and in sufficient.."'

Auantity 49*

Materials effectively sullport

instruction, .77*

Teacher gives clear directions for use

of materials ..66*

Teacher has distracting mannerisms .82*

Teacher maintains eye contact with

students .69*

Teacher's presentation of material!),

is clear .66*

Teacher's presentation is adapted to
4

different ability levels .56*

Teacher provides and/or seeks
rationale and analysis .58*

9

Teacher stotes desired ateitudes 77*

High degree of pupil. uçcs- .49*

tia
-

t84*

.59*

.68*

.34*

.67*

.62*

.38*

.63*.

57*

.50*

.61*

./2*

.55*

.67*

1.



Table 3-continueo

Variable
)

.
Engl;sh Math

Number Variable Description (50 classes) (52 Classes)

17 Teacher provides reasonat)te work

standards .60* .64*

18 Amount of positive Ainfolicement

19 Teacher signals appropriate behavior

20 Teacher neinforces inattentive
behavior."

21 . Teacher displays consistency in

.70*

43*

.731i ..15

.
4 dealing with behavior .79* .48* .

22 Amount of disruptive behavior .67* .30

)

23 1:;.uree of di.srupt0e behavior ,56* . .37*

24 Teacher stops disruptive behaviar
quiekly . .52*. .50*

25 Teacher gives rules or procdures to
% , .

stop thsruptive behrior 43* .12

26 Teacher criticizes or.justifies

authority to .stop disruptive
.

behavior 59* .60*

27 Teacher punishes to stop disruptive
behavior

28 Teacher ignores disruptive behavior

.60* .85*

.39* .84*

29 Teacher has a conference to stop .

disruptiVe behavigr N. .29 00

30 Teacher displays,listening skills .52* .69*

at Teacher expreses feelings - , .60* .65*

. 3 Teacher is receptive to student input -.4"4* 37*

33 Teacher is oriented to student needs .48* .43*

34 Teacher nurtures stUdent affective
.31 .52*

35. Class has task-oriented focus



Variablq
.Number
_

36

37

38

39

40

Table 3-continue5i

Variable Description

English

(50 classes)

Math

(52 'Classes)
_., ---4

Teacher encourages group cohesiveness

Am4unt of inappropriate behavior

53*

.38

54*

.14

Teacher stps inappropriate q)ehavio

quicklyt .40 .28

Teacher gives rules or procedures to
stop inappropriate behavior .11 .21

Teacher,criticizes or justifies

authority to stop inappropriate
behavior .70* .22

41 Teacher punishcq to stop

inapproptiate behavior

42 Teacher ignores inappropriate,
behavior

43 Teacher has conference to stop
inappariite behavior

44 Teacher signals desistance of A

inappropriate loehavior

0

*n < .05.

C._

Note: Coefficients of correlation reported in this table are

intraclass correlations, which provide an estimate Of the proportion of

total varian.:..e that is stable between periods (Within teacher).

Variables 37 through 44 Wre added to the set of ratings'after the
second week ,of observation, so the stabilities reported for these
variables may.be affected by small .numbers of observations. In a few

classes, no observations were made on Variables 37-44.

40
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%A

TOle 4
t,.

The Consistency Between Periods (Within Teacher)

\
of Class Mean Residual Achievement. and At tude Scores

Math teachers (n gm 26)

Class, mean residual achievement

Class mean Student Rating

P1 _a <

.49 .66 ,.0k

.001

'900,

of Teacher

1.221i8h_lEITILI:(121_35)

.62

.48

.64

'

.76

.65Class mean residual aChievement

Class mean i'udent Rting

of Teacher

\\J

.001

NOLO: Data were obtaintd for 'each teacher in two classes. (pi)

:Intraclass correlations estimate theAconsistency of each variable when
the estimate is based upon one class (p1) or the average of two classes

(P2)'



Table 5'

I' a

Math kntercorrelati6 Matrices for First Three Weeks
*

(N 21.1 52)
*

Variable Residual

1. Off-task Unsanctioned -.11

i"
2. On-task, Academic .06 .

,

3, On-task .49.-.

4. Disruptive behavior -.23

5. InapPropriate behavior -.19 ,

6. Residual ......

,

7. SRT

8. CAT78

9. ACH

t'tir
SRT. CAT78

.01 -.38a.

.25 -.03

.18 .23

-.00 -.29'_
.07 -.15

.24 --- -.01

.

111.* -.09

ACH

-. 3 9 E
IIMIIIIIIII

-.02

.27

-.34

-.20

.27

-.01

.96
allin1101#

Math Intercorrelation Matrixes for Hest of Year

(N = 52)
aeor

Variable
'

Residual SIIT CAT78. ACH

1. Off-task, Unsanctioned c -.37 -.01 -.23 -.33

,

',..142., On-task, Acatemic .28 .20 .27

3. On-task .32 .15 44,.31 .39

4. Disruptive behavior -.30
7---

.05 -.21 -.29
_ ....

5. Inappropriate behavior -.30 .09 -.17 -.24

6. Residual .24 -.01 .27

7. SRI -.no

8. %ATM .96

9. ACH



Table 5-continued

English Intercorrelation Matrices (or First Three Weeks

(N = 50)

Variable ReF).idual SRT CAT78 ACH

1, Off-task, Unsanctioned

2. On-task, Academic

3./0n-task

4, Disruptive behavior

5. Inappropriate behavior

6. Residual .

7. SRT

8. CAT78

9. ACH

.13

.18

.02
7

-.17

-.13
,

-~

-.32

'

-.37 -.33

,.12

.21

-.37
=imm

-.43

=
.29

,

.40 .39=
-.36

-.26

.05

-.12

===

-.39

-.28

-.13

-

) .29
IIIIIINISW

-,14

.97

MI* 00111

English Intercorrelation Matrices for Rest of Year

(N 50)

a

Variable Residual SRT CAT78 ACH

1% Off-task, Unsanctioned -.18 -.46 -..10

0/
-.14=

2. On-task, Academic .14 -.02

3. tin-task .19 .28 .25 .29

4. Disruptive behavior -.09 -,40 -.23 -.24=
5. Inappropriate hehaviur -.23 4...43 -.26 -.30

6. ' Residual -.13 .05 ,.29=
7. SRT -.12 -.14

8. CAT78
.97

111111=112Z

9. ACH

.05 is indicated by an underline.

z < .01 in indicated by two underlines.
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TIME LINE FOR

THE JUNIOR HIGH CLASSROOM ORGANIZATION STUDY

Spring, 1978

13,t.

Mid-August, 1978

4

Contact made with principals of 9 of the 11

Austin junior liigh schools. Meetings were

held with the English and math faculty members

to discuss the project and secure

4 volunteers. ,*

Two other junior high principals contacted ar&l 0

facul)res met with to obtain volunteers.

August 21-25, 1978 Observer.Training at the 110 Center, lasting

about 25 hours over a five-aay period.

August 28, 1973 First day of school. Eighteen observers in one

class each of 53 teachers (25 English and 26

math).in 11 junior high schools.

August 28, 1978-
'September 15, 1978 pirst three weeks bf school. Fifty-three

teachers, two classes each, seen by 19

observers for a total of oler 575 observation

hours, or approximately 11 observations per

teacher.

Septdhber 25, 1978-

May 1, 1979

.,

April 9-27, 1979

1-18, 1979

. May, '1979

Fifay-one teachers, two classes each, seen

approximately every three weeks by one of five

regular observers for a total of over 850

observation hours or,approximately 17

observations per teacher.

Students in observed classes gtven the Student,

Rating of Teacher form to fill out during4the

last regularly scheduled observation of the

c.lass.

St+nts in observed classes given tle

COET-developed curriculum-based achievement

sts in Engliphiand math.

Teachers were interviewed and they filled out a

questionnaire concerning organization and

,
management techniques, planning and beliefs

about the task of teaching.

44
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TeacEer #

Date

I.ART:

BEG END ST.EN

blr 4114**441.

ftften

STOP:

.11.1111

v. .

NARRATIVE

School Is Sub joct #

# Students Present

Period 4 Observer it

Palk_ of

*********0

....* ............

4

....****
4

m

I V

. ****O1*..

4

4

I

I. 4

)

.

10.

......*......4*...................-....
,

11.

___----..............., _._._._.........."_

12.
-

13.

,

********

...-------.....-..-.......---

S

4
4

-..*. *m.....**

15.

16.

17.

-

18.

19.

20.

.

21.

,

,..

22.

4

23. .

24.

_
4 5



Student Engagement Ratings

teacher # Seh9ol # Subject # Period # Observew #

)11te Number of Students

2 3

Time

Format/Cpde
,

Topic ,

# in Room
,

# def. on acad.

'# #rob. on, acad.

# def. on, voc.

rprob. on, proc.

# off, sane.

..

# off, unsanc.

# dead time

# can't see

.ip
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COMPONENT RATINGS

Teacher it School # Subject # Period # Observ;r #

Date

5 4 3.2

.

I

5 4 3 2 1

5/,4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 I

'5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

,5 4 '3 :2.'1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 4

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2

5 4 .:, 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2s 1

5 4 3 2 I

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Code

I. Lesson Design

a. Describes objectives
clearly

b. Attention spans
considered

c. Assignments for

different students

.d. Occurrence of verbal
class participation

2. Locating, Constructing,

. 111.4191111Al2S1-411-s

a. bses a variety of

materials

. b. Materials ready

c. Materials effectively'

support instructions

d. Clear directions

3. Presenting Information

a. JOistracting mannerisms

b. Eye contact

e. Presentation clear

d. Adapted to different
levels

e. Provides/seeks
rationale and analysis

4. plyeloOing Attitudes

a. States desired

attitudes

b. High degree of pupil
succeis

c. Content related to

pupil interest/back-
ground

d. Reasonable work
standards

5. tulasairla_Nag Behavior

a. Amount of positive

reinforcement

b. Signals appropriate
behavior

C. Reinforces inatti

behavior
47

/I of Students Present

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3- 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 .4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2

5 4 2 1

4 3 1

4 3 2 1

5. Managing 1,1121). Bhvr. (Cont.)

4. Consistency in dealing
with behavior

e. Amount of disruptive
behavior.

f. Source of disrhptive

behavior

4i. Methods of Handlia
12.1.irt_aLlares4h2y121

a. Stops quickly**

b. Gives rules and procedurer

c. Criticiies/justifies
authority

d. Punishes

e. Ignores

f,.Conference

7. 1.11tecnigl Effectively

a. Listening skills

b. Expresses feelings

C. RecePtive to
student input

d. Oriented to student needs

e. Nurturance of
affective skills

8. Classroom Climates

N a. Task-oriented focus

b. Teacher encourages
group cohesiveness

9. Amount of ingspropriate
behavivr

10. Teacher's reaction to
inappropriate behbvior

a.

b.

c.

d.

5.

f.

g.

Inappropri.te behavior
is stopped quickly

Gives rules or procedures

Criticizes/jusylfies
authority

Punishes

Ignores

Conference,

Desist
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